Series summary: Retired LAPD detective Mike Land (Dryer) and his buddies Willis P. Dunleavey (Lewis) and Dave Thornton (Thomerson) run a private security service at the Cabo San Lucas resort in Mexico. Willis is an ex-Special Forces Vietnam veteran.

What are friends for? (11/13/1995)

Credits: director, Geoffrey Lewis; writer, Lincoln Kibbes.
Summary: In this episode, Willis learns that an ex-Special Forces friend, Otto Preminger (Lucking), has been arrested by the Cabo police, in cooperation with the FBI, for selling weapons to terrorists. When Willis visits Preminger in jail, Preminger lies, telling Willis he is on a secret mission for the CIA and asking Willis to break him out like he used to do with POWs in Laos. Willis complies, but later learns that Preminger is a mercenary acting on his own. Willis then hunts Preminger down in the wilderness and subdues him. When Preminger regains consciousness, he attacks Willis and Land with a knife and Willis shoots him dead.
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